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Automobiles
European ports turned into ‘car parks’ as vehicle imports pile up
Chinese EV makers without sales networks or onward transportation among leading causes of congestion, say executives









 opinion content. Inside Business. The big worry for carmakers: what if the EV slowdown is not a blip?
[image: ]Peter Campbell





The Steve Jobs of China turns car salesman in Xiaomi’s EV evolution









[image: Tonnes of food is stuck on Gaza’s border while the enclave nears famine]
Visual story
Tonnes of food is stuck on Gaza’s border while the enclave nears famine











Editor's Picks
[image: The tree of debt must stop growing]
 opinion content. The tree of debt must stop growing

[image: ]Martin Wolf









 opinion content. The west is suffering from its own success
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Top stories
[image: Brussels launches probe into Chinese wind turbine companies]
FT live news
Brussels launches probe into Chinese wind turbine companies

 Live













[image: AstraZeneca’s Soriot ‘massively underpaid’ at £16.9mn, top shareholder says]
Executive Pay
AstraZeneca’s Soriot ‘massively underpaid’ at £16.9mn, top shareholder says
GQG Partners says pharma group has performed strongly under the chief executive

1 hour ago














[image: Taiwanese groups consider overseas headquarters to hedge against Chinese attack]
Taiwan
Taiwanese groups consider overseas headquarters to hedge against Chinese attack
Global efforts to secure supply chains put pressure on contractors to establish ‘alternative command system abroad’















[image: Wider war in Europe ‘no longer a fantasy’, warns EU’s top diplomat]
War in Ukraine
Wider war in Europe ‘no longer a fantasy’, warns EU’s top diplomat
Josep Borrell says Russia threatens the continent beyond the conflict in Ukraine



























Spotlight
Italian politics
The Big Read. Meloni’s radical plan: rewriting Italy’s post-fascist constitution
The prime minister says the current system leads to unstable governments. Opponents say her plan would weaken parliament and the president
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Japanese politics & policy
 opinion content. Global Insight. Japan’s super train needs democratic force 
The marvel of a new maglev would be even greater if it wins over the public
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News
[image: Falling loan demand builds rate cut pressure as ECB prepares to meet]
Eurozone interest rates
Falling loan demand builds rate cut pressure as ECB prepares to meet
Survey results will feed into ECB discussion on slowing activity amid tight financing conditions 

2 hours ago









US banks set for profits boost as expectations grow of fewer Fed rate cuts
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Chinese politics & policy
China and Russia pledge to work together to maintain ‘supply chain stability’
Agreement to seek ‘more active’ convergence comes days after US warned Beijing not to help Moscow’s war effort

1 hour ago









Yellen says US-China relations on ‘stronger footing’
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Climate change
European court rules failure to cut greenhouse gases violates citizens’ rights
Case was brought against Switzerland by a 2,000-strong group of women

3 hours ago









EU launches probe into Chinese wind turbine companies
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	Labour seeks to toughen planned tax crackdown on ‘non-doms’
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French economy
France’s spending turns into political liability for Macron
President has a good record on rebooting economy but has failed to shrink the budget deficit










Atos wins financial lifeline as it seeks more than €1bn in new financing 
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Israel-Hamas war
Hamas dismisses latest Israeli hostage deal proposal 
Israel had suggested progress in long-running negotiations for release of remaining captives held in Gaza
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Turkey moves to restrict key exports to Israel
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TikTok Inc
TikTok staff face big US tax bills on shares they cannot sell
Current and former employees of video app’s Chinese parent ByteDance in outcry over stock award liabilities 
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Ecuador
Ecuador’s president displays strongman credentials with Mexico embassy raid
Daniel Noboa, the crime-ridden nation’s youthful leader, gambles that brazen attack will pay off domestically



















[image: Myanmar’s junta loses key base to rebel forces]
Myanmar
Myanmar’s junta loses key base to rebel forces
Defeat is latest setback to regime as it struggles to bolster army and reassert control
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Exchange traded funds
ETF Hub. Fidelity clawback of ‘free’ ETF trading costs to hit investors
Nine issuers have been told it will cost $100 to buy any of their funds if they do not make ‘support’ payments 
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Artificial intelligence
Musk predicts AI will overtake human intelligence next year
Tesla chief says infrastructure will need to keep up with technology’s demands as he seeks investment for own start-up










The Big Read. How Google lost ground in the AI race












[image: Where to discover zarzuela, Spain’s magical musical theatre, in Madrid ]
Things to do in Madrid
FT Globetrotter. Where to discover zarzuela, Spain’s magical musical theatre, in Madrid 
A zesty, often satirical swirl of dialogue and operetta, zarzuela is back in the spotlight — and once seen, it’s never forgotten . . . 























Opinion
 opinion content. Does diversity really yield better results? Consider football
A recent Arsenal Women’s team picture prompted a flood of good questions 
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 opinion content. The FT View. How the US could compete with China in Latin America
A draft bill before Congress offers a constructive alternative to finger-wagging and lecturing 

The editorial board












 opinion content. Markets Insight. The hidden power of index providers
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 opinion content. Inside Business. Oil and water: why Nissan and Honda are setting aside their rivalry 
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 opinion content. Geopolitics lurks behind Europe’s gas storage success
Helen Thompson






 opinion content. Lex. Chinese solar companies are paying a high price for victory 
3 hours ago







 opinion content. Lex. Private equity’s latest trick is to buy and hold







 opinion content. Unhedged. Does private credit generate excess returns?
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US News
Cameron meets Trump to urge Republican support for Ukraine aid
Talks in Florida come before British foreign secretary goes to Washington for meetings with lawmakers
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Trump says abortion law should be left to states







US, UK and Australia say Japan could join part of Aukus pact 







WeightWatchers faces an era when weight loss comes in a syringe







Jamie Dimon warns rates could stay high as market mood shifts







Fifa and promoter reach deal in legal fight banning big European matches in US







TSMC boosts Biden’s AI chip ambitions with $11.6bn US production deal
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[image: FT News Briefing podcast]
FT News Briefing. TSMC doubles down on Arizona
11 min listen
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Life and Art from FT Weekend. ‘Love Lies Bleeding’ with director Rose Glass
20 min listen
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Unhedged podcast. Rethinking Tesla and Apple
15 min listen
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FT News Briefing. Swamp Notes: Inside Trump’s new inner circle
12 min listen
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Fashion
Alexa Chung: ‘I almost exclusively wore hot pants’
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Fiction
Review. Anita de Monte Laughs Last — Xochitl Gonzalez’s art world murder mystery
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Non-Fiction
Review. An Unfinished Love Story — Doris Kearns Goodwin on her husband’s Kennedy-era world
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Design
HTSI. Eames, Castiglioni and the legacy of genius
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Music
Interview. Cabaret star Ute Lemper: ‘I felt like an outcast, but I had my music to escape’
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Brexit28 min video content. We need to talk about Brexit | FT Film 
178 hours ago
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UK politics22 min video content. Sketchy Politics: can anything save Sunak?
297 hours ago
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News in-depth15 min video content. Building blocks: Lego's next move | FT Film
464 hours ago
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Ecommerce25 min video content. The rise of Pinduoduo and Temu: profits and secrets | FT Film
830 hours ago












Highlights
HTSI. Cillian Murphy is enjoying the moment
The actor on winning an Oscar, becoming a Versace ‘Icon’ and being the most ‘awkward person on the internet’
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Wirecard fugitive helped run Russian spy operations across Europe







Huge AI funding leads to hype and ‘grifting’, warns DeepMind’s Hassabis







The Big Read. The Trump machine: the former president’s dash for campaign cash







 opinion content. Five secrets of workplace success  
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 opinion content. It doesn’t pay to be a working-class professional
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What next for Britain’s broken railways?
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Markets News
Investors lose hope of rapid US interest rate cuts this year
Markets price in more than two quarter-point cuts, compared with more than six expected at start of 2024
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Citadel Securities moves data and algorithm testing to Google Cloud







Jamie Dimon warns rates could stay high as market mood shifts







Beauty group Puig looks to raise €2.5bn in IPO







Global oil market likely to be ‘extremely tight’, says Citadel







ETF Hub. Global dominance of biggest stocks rises to highest in decades 







Market Questions. Will the oil price rally continue?
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Technology
Citadel Securities moves data and algorithm testing to Google Cloud
Miami-based market maker’s shift shows developing relationship between Big Tech and financial markets
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Disrupted Times. World’s biggest chipmaker taps $11.6bn in US subsidies







TSMC boosts Biden’s AI chip ambitions with $11.6bn US production deal







 opinion content. Never call yourself a futurist
Rutherford Hall






Brazil threatens to regulate social media after clash with Elon Musk
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Blind internet users struggle with error-prone AI aids
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Explore more events from the FT
Upcoming events
Discover unmissable flagship events with FT journalists to expand your thinking and elevate your career
Explore all events

FT LiveIndia at the ballot box
Exclusively for FT subscribers | What business expects from the next government
Wednesday, 17 AprilDigital Conference



FT LiveFTWeekend Festival: U.S. edition
Where the Financial Times weekend paper comes to life
Saturday, 4 MayThe REACH, at the Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts, F Street Northwest, Washington, DC, USA



FT LiveFuture of the Car
The technology and new business models shaping the next decade in automotive
Tuesday, 7 MaySancroft, Paternoster Square, London EC4M 7DQ, UK




Join the discussion
FT Forums is a series of members only communities, powered by the Financial Times


Women In Business Forum
A dedicated programme to accelerate mid-career women into senior leadership.

Future Forum
An authoritative space for businesses to share ideas, build relationships and develop solutions to future challenges.

Climate Capital Council
Where businesses share ideas, opportunities and challenges with climate change.
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